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INTRODUCTION

Aquis Search is pleased to present its Risk Management Salary 
Survey for the year 2016. Our aim in producing this paper is to 
provide guidance on current market trends, compensation levels 
for the Hong Kong and Singapore markets and what we expect for 
the forthcoming year.

Our information has been researched and collated with the help 
of our clients, candidates and knowledge of the marketplace. As 
with all surveys, the ranges represent the mainstream market view 
and there will be individual situations where salary levels will fall 
outside the ranges published here. Please use this survey as a 
guide. For specific market intelligence, please contact Sam Dakin, 
Director, Risk Management.
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Risk Management

Risk teams have adjusted size according to the business lines 
they are covering or have shifted in-line with an organisational 
change of focus, away from investment banking to private 
banking for instance. Where new regulations like Basel 3, 
Dodd-Frank and FRTB have impacted risk disciplines, new 
headcount may have been warranted but overall teams have 
been tasked to do more with less or rely on improvements 
in technology to drive efficiencies and productivity. With 
the de-risking of portfolios, deleveraging, restrictions on 
prop-trading and banks exiting certain markets, today’s risk 
has generally become less complex and easier to manage. 
Furthermore, financial risks may be taking a backseat as firms 
focus on conduct, regulatory and reputational risks as well as 
the heightened threat of technology related risks.

Across Asia the domestic and regional banks have been 
investing in their risk functions and we have seen significant 
growth from the local banks in Singapore and Chinese 
banks in Hong Kong. We have also seen the same in KL at 
the Malaysian Banks, often luring senior candidates from 
the Singapore market. We observe a similar situation in the 
Middle East where we see risk functions growing and taking 
advantage of those experienced candidates whom may be 
finding it difficult to find suitably senior level positions in the 
Asia markets.

For the year ahead we expect mostly replacement hiring 
rather than new headcount. As institutions further ramp-up 
their three lines of defence risk models this may contribute to 
new hiring, particularly for first-line roles, however we expect 
the majority of these roles to be filled internally. 

Market Risk

Market risk hiring has remained static over the last few years 
with most foreign banks benefitting from more advanced 
and developed teams and not needing additional resources, 
especially given lower trading volumes. Where there has been 
growth, it has tended to be from the domestic and regional 
banks. For these firms, the need to automate processes, 
update models and methodologies, embed infrastructure to 
support new business lines or enhance technology and data 
has resulted in investment, and therefore hiring, for market 
risk. As these banks have done so, they have looked not to 
their peers but to the foreign banks for talent to bring a view 

of what ‘good risk’ should look like to the bank. The offering 
of stimulating risk development work alongside salary levels 
comparable with the overall market has attracted individuals 
from top-tier global firms, the stability and commitment 
to Asia of the regional banks being an added draw for 
candidates. Having hired such risk managers, the ability to 
attract a wider pool of candidates for junior and mid-level 
positions has increased too. 

From a candidate’s perspective role selection criteria tends 
to focus on the nature of the work, quality of team and 
manager as well as stability of institution. Whilst desirable, 
compensation and working for a global name may be less 
of a priority (assuming salaries are in-line with market rates). 

Salaries have remained stable over the last few years with 
the regional banks catching up to the global banks on salary. 
Salary increments with a move average at the 15% - 20% 
mark. Bonuses have remained flat.

Credit Risk

Within all the risk segments credit risk remains the most fluid 
of risk functions in terms of staff turnover with candidates 
tending to move more frequently compared to their peers 
in market and operational risk. This creates regular hiring in 
the market weighted around 75% replacement hiring to 25% 
new hiring, the bulk of which being to be at junior VP level 
(eight years) and below. We have seen consistent growth in 
credit teams covering corporate banking as some firms have 
expanded their business lines and product offerings in the 
region, particularly the Japanese banks.

The senior end of the market in credit has not fared well, 
though. We have seen the ‘juniorisation’ of Head roles from 
senior end director-level to junior director positions and, in 
some cases, even to VP level. With more established credit 
functions and bigger risks being posed to the banks away 
from credit, senior credit managers, including some very good 
ones, have seen themselves being made redundant over the 
last few years and unable to find equivalent opportunities 
elsewhere. This does not reflect on the candidate, it is simply 
due to the fact that such roles do not exist in the quantity they 
once did. Such candidates may have exited the Asia markets 
altogether or moved away from the main financial hubs to 
less developed markets across Asia, often finding broader 
roles rather than pure credit positions. Banks growing their 
footprint in Asia have often snapped these candidates up, 
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particularly the Middle Eastern and Malaysian banks. We 
have also seen Chief Risk Officer roles in countries including 
Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam filled with such profiles.
In a down market whilst business volumes may decrease 
the work of a credit function may not. Writing of new 
credit may lessen but increased monitoring and reviews of 
counterparties may increase, particularly as it is often in the 
best of times when the worst credit decisions are made and 
we see that fallout when markets slow. We also see a higher 
level of workout and debt restructuring, which credit teams 
will be involved in.

For credit roles overall, salary levels have remained flat, as 
have bonuses. Salary increments typically fall between 12% 
- 20%, the number generally determined by how long the 
candidate has been at their current employer. Candidates 
with 18 months or less tenure in their current firm should 
expect an increment of around 12%-14% on base (lower if 
moving after 12 months or less). Those whom have longer 
tenure can expect above 15%. There are some exceptions 
to this, particularly when a candidate is moving from a firm 
where base salary may be lower than average market rate 
but bonus higher (this is typically seen in domestic banks) 
to a firm paying market rate salary levels. In these cases, the 
same increments apply, but on a total compensation basis 
which can mean up to a 25% increment on basic but a lower 
average annual bonus for the candidate. The same applies in 
reverse for candidates moving the other way.

Operational Risk

Operational risk management is the risk function we have 
seen most development in over the last five years with teams 
slowly expanding year on year. Most institutions are at their 
target size from a second line perspective now.

The major growth over the last three years has been in first 
line of defence positions, a trend that continues today. It is 
much more common to have dedicated risk managers sat in 
business or infrastructure and management functions versus 
the earlier model of front line staff with some assigned risk 
duties. First line roles tend to be occupied by candidates with 
varied backgrounds as requirements typically focus around 
a general controls and governance mindset coupled with 
business understanding and, most importantly, ‘client facing’ 
skills. We have seen first line roles filled with candidates 
whom have come from the business, other disciplines of 
risk management as well as audit, finance and operations. 
With some banks looking to downsize and therefore having 
excess headcount in front line and infrastructure functions, 
we expect to see the majority of first line risk roles at these 
firms filled via internal transfers of such displaced staff.

Operational risk managers need to be able to demonstrate 
value, create meaningful relationships with the business, 
have supportive buy-in from senior management and 
differentiate operational risk from other controls functions – 
particularly given how the  three-lines of defence model has 
expanded horizontally recently. Like many other governance 
functions, this is driving a focus on soft-skills when hiring 
in operational risk. Facets such as good communication, 
ability to sell to and negotiate with the business, ‘out of box’ 
thinking and problem solving are regularly requested by 
hiring managers.

Salary increments have averaged at 20% when candidates 
change roles but this may drop by a couple of percentage 
points this year. Salaries have grown healthily in this area over 
the last few years but are plateauing now. As the market has 
developed post-financial crisis there is a greater availability 
of candidates at all levels which gives hiring institutions a 
wider choice. Candidates with solid CVs and the ‘in demand’ 
softer skills will be able to command higher salaries and push 
for a 20% - 25% premium.
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Hong Kong (HK$ per month)

Associate
3-4 Years

AVP
5-8 Years

VP
9-14 Years

Director
15+ Years

MARKET RISK

Analysis/Modelling 30,000 - 50,000 50,000 - 90,000 90,000 - 120,000 120,000+

Control/Reporting 25,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 100,000 110,000+

CREDIT RISK ANALYSIS

Corporate & 
Investment Banking

27,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 100,000 110,000+

Private Banking 25,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 70,000 70,000 - 90,000 100,000+

Commercial Banking 20,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 85,000 90,000+

Consumer Banking 20,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 58,000 58,000 - 80,000 85,000+

OPERATIONAL RISK

Corporate &  
Investment Banking

25,000 - 45,000 45,000 - 80,000 80,000 - 120,000 120,000+

Private Banking 24,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 110,000 110,000+

Consumer Banking 20,000 - 35,000 35,000 - 60,000 60,000 - 85,000 90,000+

Infrastructure 24,000 - 40,000 40,000 - 75,000 75,000 - 100,000 100,000+
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Singapore (SG$ per annum)

Associate
3-4 Years

AVP
5-8 Years

VP
9-14 Years

Director
15+ Years

MARKET RISK

Analysis/Modelling 60,000 - 100,000 100,000 - 180,000 180,000 - 240,000 240,000+

Control/Reporting 50,000 - 80,000 80,000 - 150,000 150,000 - 200,000 220,000+

CREDIT RISK ANALYSIS

Corporate & 
Investment Banking

54,000 - 90,000 90,000 - 150,000 150,000 - 200,000 220,000+

Private Banking 48,000 - 80,000 80,000 - 140,000 140,000 - 180,000 200,000+

Commercial Banking 40,000 - 70,000 70,000 - 120,000 120,000 - 165,000 180,000+

Consumer Banking 40,000 - 68,000 70,000 - 115,000 115,000 - 155,000 175,000+

OPERATIONAL RISK

Corporate & 
Investment Banking

54,000 - 90,000 90,000 - 160,000 160,000 - 250,000 240,000+

Private Banking 48,000 - 80,000 80,000 - 150,000 150,000 - 220,000 220,000+

Consumer Banking 40,000 - 70,000 70,000 - 120,000 120,000 - 170,000 175,000+

Infrastructure 48,000 - 80,000 80,000 - 150,000 150,000 - 200,000 200,000+
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CONTACTS 

Sam Dakin
Director

Risk & Compliance
Singapore, Asia Pacific
+65 3157 9393
samdakin@aquissearch.com

Sam is Director of the Risk and Compliance team based in Singapore.

He works with global banking and financial services institutions and major multi-national corporations on hiring regionally across 
compliance, controls, governance and risk management. He has a strong track record of advising Chief Risk Officers and Heads of 
Compliance on the attraction and retention of senior personnel. He has successfully completed search assignments across Hong 
Kong, Singapore, China, Korea and Malaysia.

Sam joined Aquis Search in Hong Kong in 2010 and was responsible for building out our risk management capabilities regionally. 
He moved to Singapore in 2011 to open our Singapore office. He began his recruitment career in 2005 at a London-based search 
firm covering senior level banking and finance recruitment, initially focusing on placing qualified accountants into finance roles at 
investment banks. In 2008 he switched to cover risk and compliance, developing a new division for his firm. Prior to recruitment, 
Sam worked as an accountant in the City of London and held finance roles at Barclays and Fox-Pitt Kelton.

Sam is an MOM registered EA, registration number: R1112913

James Hickman
Managing Director 

Risk & Compliance
Hong Kong, Asia Pacific
+852 2537 0333
jameshickman@aquissearch.com

James is Co-Founder and joint Managing Director and is responsible for the ongoing development of the firm. He has more than 
fifteen years of Human Resources experience and has worked with leading  professional and financial services sector companies 
as well as numerous Fortune 500 multinationals. James has extensive market knowledge and experience recruiting senior roles in 
Legal, Risk, Compliance and Financial Services. 

Born in Hong Kong, James holds a Master’s degree in Chinese Politics, Economics and Law from the University of Sydney and a 
Bachelor’s (Hons) degree in Chinese History of Art and Archaeology from the School of Oriental and African Studies, the University 
of London. He has also attended BPP Law School in London, the East China University of Politics and Law in Shanghai and has 
industry qualifications in Human Resources & Training from the University of Hong Kong.

James is an MOM registered EA, registration number: R1113864.
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Gina Hui
Associate Director

Risk & Compliance
Hong Kong, Asia Pacific
+852 2537 0333
ginahui@aquissearch.com

Gina is the Associate Director of the Risk & Compliance Financial Services team, based in Hong Kong.

Gina specialises in the recruitment of Compliance professionals in functions covering AML and KYC specialists, Advisory Compliance 
for Equities, Fixed Income, Corporate Finance and Control Room, Investment Compliance, Core Compliance, Regulatory Affairs & 
Licensing and Credit, Market & Operational Risk. She has particularly strong networks in Investment Banking, Asset Management, 
Consultancy and Consumer Banking.

Gina has five years of Executive Search experience. Prior to her recruitment career she worked for a number of years in Accounting 
with internationally recognised firms in HK. 

Gina has a Bachelor’s degree in Accounting & Finance from the University of Hong Kong. She speaks English, Cantonese and 
Mandarin. 

Jeremy Lam
Director

Risk & Compliance
Hong Kong, Asia Pacific
+852 2537 0333
jeremylam@aquissearch.com

Jeremy is Director of the Risk & Compliance Financial Services team based in Hong Kong.

He specialises in the placement of experienced Risk & Compliance professionals across Asia primarily recruiting for financial 
institutions such as Investment, Corporate, Consumer and Private Banks, Asset Management firms, Hedge Funds, Private Equity and 
Insurance firms. He covers functions including AML and KYC specialists, Advisory Compliance (Equities, Fixed Income, Corporate 
Finance & Control Room), Investment Compliance and Core Compliance (e.g. Regulatory Affairs & Licensing and Credit, Market & 
Operational Risk). 

Previously Jeremy worked for an international recruitment firm in Risk & Compliance and has built a strong network of decision 
makers in both Hong Kong and Singapore.

He has a Bachelor’s degree in Actuarial Science & Mass Media from the University of Toronto, Canada. Jeremy is fluent in Cantonese 
and English.
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Bharisha Mirpuri
Senior Consultant

Risk & Compliance
Hong Kong, Asia Pacific
+852 2537 0333
bharishamirpuri@aquissearch.com

Bharisha is a Senior Consultant in the Risk & Compliance team, based in Hong Kong.

She is responsible for hiring Risk & Compliance professionals across all levels for a myriad of Buy and Sell side Financial Service 
organizations in North Asia. She focuses on a spectrum of roles including Financial Crime, KYC, Advisory Compliance (Products 
& Control Room) alongside Central Compliance (Regulatory & Testing) alongside Credit, Market, Business & Investment and 
Operational Risk.

She began as a researcher at Aquis Search forming strong networks and relationships with both candidates and clients within the 
industry. Her expertise lies within Asset Management, Private Banking and Investment Risk.

Bharisha has a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology & International Studies from Monash University, Australia. She is fluent in English 
and Hindi, and speaks conversational French and Cantonese.

Vanessa is a Senior Consultant in the Risk & Compliance team, based in Singapore.

She is focused on Financial Services Risk Management recruitment across Asia. Works with clients in a range of Financial Services 
institutions across Corporate, Private and Investment Banking. She covers roles such Credit, Market & Operational Risk, as well as 
Audit, IT Audit and Asset Liability Management.

Prior to covering Banking and Financial Services recruitment Vanessa worked in the Finance & Accounting sector, recruiting for 
multinational corporations in Singapore and across Asia Pacific. Vanessa has a Bachelor’s degree in Accounting & Law from the 
London School of Economics.

Vanessa is a MOM registered EA, registration number: R1105334

Vanessa Lam
Senior Consultant

Risk & Compliance
Singapore, South East Asia
+65 6438 5337
vanessalam@aquissearch.com
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For further information please contact Aquis Search below or to email aquis@aquissearch.com

Beijing:
Room 68, China Life – West, 5/F, China Life Tower, No.16 Chaowai Street, Chaoyang district, Beijing 100020
+86 10 5356 9256

Delhi:
Suite 422, Level 4, Rectangle 1, Commercial Complex D-4, Saket, New Delhi-110017, India
+91 11 4553 8909

Hong Kong:
19/F, Kailey Tower, 16 Stanley Street, Central, Hong Kong
+852 2537 0333

Mumbai:
1012, Level 1, Regus Bandra Kurla Complex, Trade Center, Bandra, Mumbai - 400051
+91 22 4005 8384

Shanghai:
Unit B21, 22/F, Tower 3, Jing An Kerry Centre, 1228 Middle Yan’an Road, Shanghai, China 200040 
+86 21 3319 1977

Singapore:
11/F Straits Trading Building, 9 Battery Road, Singapore 049910
+65 3157 9393

Taipei:
8F., No.367, Fuxing N. Rd., Songshan Dist, Taipei City 105  Taiwan
+886 2 7732 5778

About Aquis Search

Aquis Search is a regional leader for Corporate Governance and Control functions recruitment covering roles in 
Finance, Human Resources & Corporate Services, Legal, Risk and Compliance.  We operate from offices in Beijing, 
Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore and Mumbai handling search assignments in numerous Asian countries.

Our clients are members of a global network of prestigious financial institutions, leading UK & US law firms and 
many of the largest companies within the Fortune 500. Professional integrity is the key value on which our client 
relationships are built and the majority of our business is the result of personal referral. This is testament to the high 
level of professionalism for which we are known.
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